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The article deals with implementing a Perona – Malik anisotropic smoothing filter on a GPU. The filter features
a built-in edge detector and because of this is able to preserve meaningful contours during smoothing, but its
computational complexity prevents using it in real-time mode. We used the scheme suggested as an element of
a landing guide detection algorithm operating on a discrete digital image. The modified filter demonstrated high
performance and processing quality during simulating an optical landing system for a copter-type unmanned
aerial vehicle.
Keywords: Perona – Malik filter, anisotropic filter, GPGPU, OpenCL, image processing, image smoothing,
optical landing system, landing guides.
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Introduction
Landing guide detection is an essential condition for auto-landing of a copter-type unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV). Unmanned helicopters
can be used for automated rescue, reconnaissance and defence missions. Information on the
position of the vehicle relative to the detected
landing site will enable to adjust the landing
path and increase the accuracy of landing. The
unmanned vehicle body is equipped with a video
camera or a system of video cameras. The image
received from the camera during detection of
landing guides contains noise and information
excessive for recognition. The stage before re
cognition involves preliminary processing of
the image derived from the UAV optical system.
One of the methods of noise removal from the
received image is image smoothing.
This article discusses the filter presented by
Peronа and Malik [1]. The method was chosen due
to availability of the image edge detector allowing
for preservation of meaningful edges in the
image while filtering the noise. This is necessary,
for example, for recognition algorithms based on
the contour analysis.
Mathematical model
Let us write down the anisotropic diffusion equation in accordance with the study [1]
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(1)
where div – divergence operator;
c( x, y, t ) – diffusion coefficient;
∇, ∆ – the gradient and the Laplacian,
respectively.
The diffusion coefficient is calculated depending on the direction of the maximum change
in the image brightness in point ( x, y ).so as to
preserve edges in the image from blurring. The
authors of the study [1] proposed the following
functions for the diffusion coefficient:
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The coefficient K is fixed and chosen experi
mentally. Its value denotes the threshold of the
formula sensitivity to the edges, which can also be
calculated using the function of the image noise
level assessment. Low K value results in a slight
blurring, while high K value reduces the filter
to linear blurring. The options for processing an
image with resolution of 256×256 pixels, containing a landing guide, by running the Perona –
Malik filter 16 times and applying formula (2)
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to calculate the diffusion coefficient with different
K values, are shown in Fig. 1.
Successive implementation
of the Perona – Malik filter
The successive implementation of the algorithm
based on the discretisation of equation (3) presented in the study [1] can be expressed using
a pseudocode as follows:
cycle it = [0, number of iterations]:
cycle x = [1, width-1]:
cycle y = [1, height-1]:
dn, ds = Ix, y–1 – Ix, y, Ix, y+1 – Ix, y
dw, de = Ix–1, y – Ix, y, Ix+1, y – Ix, y
cn, cs = g(|dn|), g(|ds|)
ce, cw = g(|de|), g(|dw|)
Ix, y = p + 0.25 * (cn * dn + cs * ds +
+ ce * de + cw * dw)
Successive implementation of the algorithm
is complicated by O( w * h * t ), where w, h are

the image width and height; t is the number of filter runs (will contain a two-digit number in practice). When implemented this way, the algorithm
can only be used for post-processing but not for
real-time systems. The smoothing effect occurring with the increase of the number of iterations
can be seen in Fig. 2. The images were processed
by the Perona – Malik filter, which uses formula
(2) to obtain the diffusion coefficient at K = 34.
The presented algorithm can be parallelised,
which allows for its implementation on a graphics
processing unit providing the highest performance.
Parallel implementation of the Perona –
Malik filter on a GPU
The filter can be implemented on a graphics processing unit to gain the result promptly. OpenCL
software platform [2] was chosen for this purpose,
as it allows parallel computation on central and
graphics processing units of different manufactu
rers (Intel, AMD, NVidia, Texas Instruments, etc.).
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Fig. 1. Result of the diffusion coefficient impact on the image processing if K is equal to:
a – 8; b – 13; c – 21; d – 34; e – 55; f – 89
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Fig. 2. Result of processing an image with resolution of 256×256 pixels
using the Perona – Malik anisotropic filter if t is equal to:
a – 2; b – 4; c – 8; d – 16; e – 32; f – 64

The diagram of the adapted Perona – Malik
filtering algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
Each workflow runs the same version of
the software kernel, but with different inputs.
The total number of such working elements
depends on the processor model. If the image
size is too large and exceeds the maximum possible number of workflows in two directions,
the image is split into several parts and parallel
filtering is started in several iterations for each
of them. An array of pixels of the entire image
(given the array does not exceed the maximum
memory used by the device) is transferred to the
global memory of the graphics processing unit
via direct memory access (DMA). The memory
area is available for both reading and recording.
This helps avoid any delays between the processing of the image parts associated with the
transfer of data between the GPU and the CPU
at these stages. All you need to do is transfer

Fig. 3. Diagram of Perona – Malik filter implementation
in GPU:
gs0, gs1 is the maximum size of workflows
in each measurement; wi is the workflow
running the software kernel; wg is a group of workflows

the offset relative to the beginning when performing parallel filtering of the next segment
of the image.
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Below is the code of the software kernel
employed on the GPU:
/*!
\param pixels image pixels
\param w image width
\param h image height
\param offset_x x axis offset
\param offset_y y axis offset
*/
__kernel void pm (__global uint* pixels
__private int w,
__private int h,
__private int offset_x,
__private int offset_y)
{
// global workflow indices + image offsets
const int x = offset_x + get_global_id(0);
const int y = offset_y + get_global_id(1);
// prevention of pixel array memory overrun
if(x < w && y < h)
{
// computations as in the successive implementation but without cycles
// ...
}
}
The code running on the CPU initiates parallel
computations:
// ...
// segmentation of the image
int parts_x = ceil(idata->w / ( float)max_work_
group_size);
int parts_y = ceil(idata->h / ( float)max_work_
group_size);

int offset_x = 0, offset_y = 0;
// number of filter runs
for(int it = 0; it < pdata->iterations; ++it) {
// X axis offset
for(int px = 0; px < parts_x; ++px) {
offset_x = px * work_size[0];
clSetKernelArg
(kernel,
idx_offset_x,
sizeof (int), (void *)&offset_x);
// Y axis offset
for(int py = 0; py < parts_y; ++py) {
offset_y = py * work_size[1];
clSetKernelArg
(kernel,
idx_offset_y,
sizeof (int), (void *)&offset_y);
clFinish(queue);
// running of parallel filtering for the image segment
CheckError(clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(queue,
kernel, 2, nullptr, work_size,
nullptr, 0, nullptr, &event));
}}}
// ...
Let us compare the filter performance in
case of successive implementation of the Pe
rona – Malik algorithm through OpenCL implementation on the central and graphics processing units. The table shows the running time
of each filter implementation for the specified
input data.
Fig. 4 shows the graph of the processing
time against the image size for a fixed number of runs equal to 16. The images are processed on the following computers: Intel(R)

Implementation

Computer

Number
of runs

Image size, px

Processing
time, sec

CPU

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

16

256×256

0.3320

CPU OpenCL

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

16

256×256

0.0030

GPU OpenCL

Intel(R) HD 5100

16

256×256

0.0006

CPU

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

16

1920×1920

18.1870

CPU OpenCL

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

16

1920×1920

2.4910

GPU OpenCL

Intel(R) HD 5100

16

1920×1920

0.4650

CPU

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

64

1920×1920

68.8880

CPU OpenCL

Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz

64

1920×1920

10.1390

GPU OpenCL

Intel(R) HD 5100

64

1920×1920

1.4950
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Filter performance depending on the implementation algorithm and input data
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Fig. 4 Processing time vs. image size:
– CPU;
– CPU OpenCL;
– GPU OpenCL
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Core(TM) i5-4278U CPU 2.60 GHz and Intel(R) HD 5100.
The presented data (see the Table and Fig. 4)
show that implementation of the algorithm on the
graphics processing unit gives the most efficient
result of the image processing using the Perona –
Malik anisotropic filter.

Optical landing system simulator
The study [3] presents a modular environment for
debugging the recognition algorithm employed in
an unmanned helicopter landing system (Fig. 5),
enabling to simulate the signal received from
the UAV camera as well as a number of possible
distortions: perspective distortions, presence of
overlaps, changes in lighting, etc.
This environment employs a modern approach to lighting simulation based on the ambient
conditions. The tool allows to assess the developed
recognition algorithm efficiency, control the para
meters uploaded as filter extensions and observe the
result of their impact on the image processing process. This environment is convenient for searching
for experimental values of algorithms, such as the
coefficient of sensitivity of formulas (2) and (3) to
the edges depending on the ambient conditions,
image size, and number of runs. The Perona – Malik
filter implemented using OpenCL software platform
has been successfully integrated into the environment in the form of a dynamic link library (.dll).

Fig. 5. Screenshot of modular environment for debugging the recognition algorithm employed
in the unmanned helicopter landing system
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Conclusion
The Perona – Malik anisotropic filter smooths
the received image while preserving meaningful
edges. The algorithm is subject to parallelisation,
therefore, it was suggested to adjust the algorithm
for parallel filtering on a graphics processing
unit using OpenCL computing platform. The
performed analysis demonstrated high efficiency
of the filter implementation on the GPU and the
possibility of using the optical landing system in
the simulation environment for solving the problem of landing guides recognition.
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Применение анизотропного фильтра Перона – Малика
в задаче распознавания посадочной площадки
Рассмотрена реализация сглаживающего анизотропного фильтра Перона – Малика на графическом
процессоре. Фильтр содержит встроенный детектор границ, благодаря чему сохраняет значимые контуры
при сглаживании, однако вычислительная сложность не позволяет применять его в режиме реального
времени. Предлагаемая схема была использована в качестве элемента алгоритма распознавания
посадочного ориентира на цифровом дискретном изображении. При моделировании оптической системы
посадки беспилотного летательного аппарата вертолетного типа работа модифицированного фильтра
показала высокую производительность и качество обработки.
Ключевые слова: фильтр Перона – Малика, анизотропный фильтр, GPGPU, OpenCL, обработка
изображений, сглаживание изображений, оптическая система посадки, посадочные ориентиры.
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